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I. Thermal and dynamic multifragmentation 

Nuclear fragmentation was discovered 60 years ago [1,2] in the cos

mic rays studies as a puzzling phenomenon, when in the collisions 

of relativistic protons with a target nuclear fragments are emitted, 

whose masses are heavier than those of alpha partiCles, but lighter 

than those of fission fragments. Now they are called intermediate 

mass fragments (IMF, 2::; Z::; 20). Later on, in the 1950s, this phe

nomenon was observed in the experiments at the accelerators [3] and 

after that it was studied leisurely for three decades. The situation 

changed dramatically after.1982, when B. Jacobsson et al. discovered 

multiple emission of IMF in emulsion irradiated by 12C (1030 MeV) 

at the CERN synchrocyclotron [4]. The experimental data stimulated 

appearance of a number of theoretical models, which related the co

pious production of IMF to the liquid-gas phase transition in nuclear 

matter. In a nucleus, as in usual liquid, peculiar conditions can be 

created (high temperature and reduced density), when system enters 

the region of phase instability (spinodal region). This state may dis

integrate into an ensemble of small drops (IMF), surrounded by a 

nuclear gas (nucleons and helium nuclei). 

The idea of getting a new insight into the problem of the nuclear 

equation of state stimulated great interest in the multifragmentation 

phenomenon in the middle of the 1980s. Around a dozen very com

plicated experimental devices were created to investigate this process 

by using heavy ion beams, which are· well suited for producing ex

tremely hot nuclei. But in this case heating of nuclei is accompanied 

by compression, strong rotation and shape distortion, which cause 

the so-called dynamic effects in the nuclear decay. It is difficult to 

disentangle all these effects to get information on the thermodynamic 

properties of a hot nuclear system. The picture becomes much clearer 

when light relativistic projectiles (protons, helium) are used. One 

should expect that dynamic effects are negligible in that case. An-
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other advantage is that all the fragments are emitted by the only 

source - the target spectator. Its excitation energy is almost en

tirely thermal. So, the use of light relativistic projectiles is the way 

to observe and study thermal multifragmentation. The latest review 

of the problem is given in [5]. 
The interplay of thermal and "mechanical" excitations in the pro

cess of copious IMF emission was treated in a number of papers [e.g. 
6,7]. Figure 1 shows a diagram calculated (except the dashed line) 

in [6] with the hydrodynamical approach and the percolation model. 

The IMF emission was considered for heated and compressed 208Pb. 

The left lower corner of diagram is a domain of normal fngmcnt 

evaporation, true multifragmentation (many-body decay) takes place 

above the line. Compression is as effective for multifragmentation as 

thermal excitation. Even the cold nucleus can disintegrate when the 

compressional energy is larger than 3.5 MeV /nucleon. The influence 

of rotation and shape distortion on the multifragmentation proba

bility was analyzed in several papers (e.g. [7]). But compression 

is expected to be a more important dynamic property of the heavy 

ion collisions in that aspect. So, the reactions induced by relativistic 

light projectiles occupy only abscis~ae, as E* /A ~ ET, the domain 

of heavy ion collisions is all area of the diagram, as the excitation 

energy in that case is composed by the thermal and compressional 

energies: E*/A = cT + c:c. In fact, the threshold for thermal multi

fragmentation is lower than predicted in [6] (solid point in Fig. 1), 

so the actual border between the evaporation and multifragmentation 

regions is presented by the dashed line. 
Up to now a great body of data has been accumulated, which gives 

a chance to analyze the similarities and differences of thermal and 

"dynamic" (with heavy ions) multifragmentation. This will be done 

considering the data on the mean IMF multiplicities, the fragment 

charge distributions, kinetic energy spectra and the time scale of IMF 

emission. In both cases it is proved that multifragmentation is the 

main decay mode for nuclei with excitation energy above the thresh

old of this decay channel. 
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Multifragmentation and normal de-excitation regions calculated 

for 208 Pb [6] as a function of the thermal and compressional en

ergies per nucleon. The dot shows the experimentally estimated 

threshold for thermal multifragmentation of the target spectator 

for p +Au collisions [8] 
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Specific IMF multiplicity (for events with at least one IMF), for 

a+ Au collisions as a function of the c.m. energy of the system. 

Lower line: dots - proton beam, squares - 3 He and 
4 He beams. 

Upper line is for heavy ion beams: 40 Ar, 36 Ar, 129 X e, 12
C (inverse 

kinematics) and 197 Au. Open circle is for the central Au+ Au 
collisions, others points are inclusive data. The right scale gives 

the excitation energy according to SMM 
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II. IMF multiplicity 

In this paper we define < M > as a mean IMF multiplicity for 
the events with emission of at least one IMF. The mean fragment 
multiplicity averaged over all inelastic collisions < M* > is connected 
with < M > via the relation < M* > = < M > (1 - P(O)), where 
P(O) is the _probability of the events without Hv1F emission. Thus 
< lvf > is never smaller than one. 

Figure 2 presents a collection of some data on specific IMF mean 
multiplicities < M > / AR (AR is the mass number of the fragmenting 
nucleus) for collisions a + Au, where a ranges from relativistic pro
tons [8] and He [8,9] to such a heavy projectile as 197Au [10,11]. The 
data are shown as a function of the incident energy in the centre-of
mass system. There are no definite experimental data on the ma..% 
numbers of fragmenting nuclei except for peripheral A1i + Au col
lisions at 600 MeV /nucleon (the last point in Fig. 2) [12]. For the 
proton-induced fragmentation at beam energies of 2.16, 3.6 and 
8.1 GeV, AR values were found from the fit of data to the calculations 
in which the fast stage of the collisions was described by the intranu
clear cascade model [13] with additional mass and energy loss during 
the thermal expansion phase (INC+ Exp.) [8]. The disintegration 
of residuals was described in the framework of the Copenhagen sta
tistical multifragmentation model (SMM) considering the decay of a 
diluted system at the freeze-out density Pt ~ tPo [14]. For 40 Ar [15], 
36 Ar [16], 129 X e [17] beams, the mass numbers AR were estimated on 
the assumption of the same mass loss in respect to the initial system 
as in the case of the proton-induced fragmentation (at the closest en
ergy). For Au+ C collisions AR was found by the same procedure as 
for Au+ Au peripheral collisions with regard for universality of specta
tor fragmentation at relativistic bombarding energies [10]. The solid 
points in Fig. 2 present the inclusive data (averaged over the entire 
range of the impact parameters). ·The open point is for the central 
Au+ Au collisions at 100 MeV /nudeon ·[11] with Au estimated in 
that paper. 
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Tlw indusiw data for specific L\1F multiplicity for heavy ion colli
sions arc only slightly larger than those for the fragmentation induced 
by relativistic light projectiles. The process is almost insensitin• to 
reaction dyn;unics. This observation suggests that tlw <'nerg~· transfer 
to the residualnudeus is the primar~· quantity controlling its deca~·
On the right scale of Fig. 2 the excitation en<'rgy per nuckon is plot
ted which, according to S\1\I. corresponds to the left scale of SJH'cific 
!\IF mnl t iplicit~·- This is t lw thermal excitation en erg~· =T. 

Til<' r<'lation lwt\\·e<'n < _\f > /.4. 11 and <T in the framework of 
S:\1:\1 is shown in Fig. 3. As the input in calculating the cnrY<'. W<' 

used .4.
11

• Z 11 vahl('s and the <'xcitation enngi<'s for residual nucki 
prodtH"e<l h~· the I:'\C cod<' for 4 Hc + . .J.u collisions at 1-LG Ge\'. Th<' 
mean specific I\IF mnlt iplici ty gro\\·s \\·it h the excitation em'rg~· up 
to the maximum vain<' at "" 9 \kV /nnckon and aft<'r that it falls 
down because of switching on the vaporization regime. The right 
scak of Fig. 2 corresponds to th<' growing part of this ekp<'nd<'nc<'. 
The first thn'e points (for i><'riphe'ral A.u + C and A.u + ..J.u collisions) 
an' obtained from t.he data [10] for both nmltiplicit~· and e'xcitation 
etwrgy. They are located in acconlanc<' with til<' S:\I\1 predic-tion if\\"<' 
assttnl<' some re<>.,onahlc contribution of colkctiw en<'If!Y (shmn1 h~
arrows) to the excitation energy of the pro.i<'ctik spectator. Evid<'nn' 
for that will be demonstrated later \\·hen tlw fragment kin<'lic energies 

are considered. 
The statistical nmlt.ifragnH'nt.ationmodd fails to <ksnilw th<' data 

for the most. violent. collisions of heavy ions. The' op<'n points in Fig. 
3 are for central Au+ Au eollisious at. 100 ?deV/undeon [11] and 
at 250 ll1eV /nucleon [18] (mass nmnlwr of somT<' was taken to lH' 
equal 320). The radial fiow etl<'rgies, mainly nms<'d hy eompn'ssion. 
are around 10 MeV jnnekon and 21.5 JvleVfnndeon r<'SP<'divd~·- hut 
they are subtracted from the tot.al excitatiou <'nergy to get th<' ther
mal one. The' nmltiplicitics an' definitdy larger than pn'dic-t<'el h~
S?vfM. On<' should look for another mechanism of fmgul<'nt formation 
in tll<' OV<'rheat<'d s~·stem than th<' OIH' suggest<'<! h~- t!H' statistical 

multifragmentation meH !d. 
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Specific I:VIF multiplicity as a function of the thermal excitation 

energy. The curve is calculated by S:\1M. Experimental points: 

solid diamond and triangle are inclusive data for peripheral 12C + 

Au and Au+Au collisions at 600 MeV /nucleon, the open triangle 

- for Au+ Au (600 !\1eV /nucleon) collisions at b/brnax = 0.6-

0. 75, open circles are for central Au+ Au interactions at 100 and 

250 :\ieV /nucleon 
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Energy spectrum of carbon from the p+Au collisions at 8.1 GeV 

compared with the SMM-calculation 
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III. Fragment kinetic energy spectra 

As an example of a fragment energy spectrum for pure thermal 

multifragmentation, Fig. 4 presents the spectrum of carbon for p+ Au 

collisions at 8.1 GeV [8]. The line gives the result of calculations using 

the combined (INC + Expansion + SMM)-model. IJ?. our paper [19] 

it is shown that around 75% of the mean energy of carbon fragments 

are gained from the Coulomb acceleration and only a quarter is pure 

thermal. So, the mean fragment energy is sensitive to the size of the 

source (Z, A and R). The Z and A values are defined by the first two 

stages of the interaction (INC+ Exp.). The parameters of the (INC 

+ Exp.) calculations are not adjusted specially to fit energy spectra. 

Only one additional parameter was used in calculating the excitation 

energy and mass loss during the expansion stage to reach agreement 

between the calculated and measured IMF multiplicities [8]. The 

model considers the break-up of the hot ·expanded system assuming 

that the expansion velocity equals zero. If the expansion velocity is 

actually significant, it should manifest it;elf in the fragment energy 

spectra. It is invisible for the case presented in Fig. 4. Agreement 

between the data and the calculated curve is rather good and the 

upper limit of the expansion velocity at the break-up moment is less 

than 0.02 c. 
Figure 5 presents some collection of the data for the mean IMF 

energies per nucleon for collisions of different projectiles with the Au 

target: our data for protons (8.1 GeV)·and 4He (3.65 GeV/nucleon) 

[8], 36 Ar (110 MeV /nucleon) [20], Au (600 MeV /nucleon), peripheral 

collisions [10], Au (100 MeV /nucleon and 150 MeV /nucleon), central 

collisions [11, 21]. For the proton and 4He beams the direct mea

surements are used at () = 87° in respect to the beam direction. For 

36 Ar the data are obtained from the measurements of the fragment 

transverse energy. For the projectile spectator fragmentation in pe

ripheral Au+ Au collisions energies are estimated from the transverse 

and longitudinal momentum width of IMF. For the central Au+ Au 

collisions the direct measurements of fragment energies and time of 

flight are used. 
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Fragment charge distributions for the p+Au collisions at 8.1 GeV 

(top), 3.6 GeV and 2.16 GeV (bottom). The lines are calculated 

by INC + Exp. + SMM (normalized at Z = 3). The insert gives 

T-parameters deduced from tpe IMF charge spectra for a beam 

energy of 8.1 Ge Vas a function of the measured (associated) IMF 

multiplicity 
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For heavier projectiles the mean I:\t!F energies are higher ( ewn 

for 4 He b<'alll) than those for the proton-induced collisions. They 

are dramatically higher for the central Au + Au collisions and that 

cannot be caused by the larger source charge Z,. It is estimated to be 

around 120 for an incident <'nergy of 100 C\!eV /nucleon [11] and that 

can explain only a quarter of tho:> enhancement in the IiiF energies . 

In the main, this is explained by the effect. of the radial flow iuitiat<:>d 

by significant compression of nnc·lear matter in the collision. For au 

incident energy of 150 MeV /nucleon of the Au bt>;un the flow t>lwrgy 

is found to be equal to 19.9± 2.3 MeV /nucleon from the analysis with 

the blast model, which gives good fit of the !:\IF energy spectra in 

the ccntml collisions at 150-400 "-'leV /nuckon [18]. According to this 

analysis, around 60% of the available c•uergy arc ston•d in the radial 

flow. 
The minor enhancement of th<• I!v!F mean c•ucrgies in r<'spcd to 

those for p + .4u interaction. obserw<l for 4He- and :l6 • .J.r- induc<•d 

fragmentation, can also be attributed to t lw effect of colkctin• flow 

which just comes to the game. 

Dealing with peripheral Au+ Au collisions (curw 4). OlH' slHmld 

ask oneself how significant the contribution of th<• Coulomb fi<•l<l of 

the target spectator to the kinetic energy of the fragmcnt originating 

from the projectile spectator is. The typical time for thermal!:-· driven 

expansion of the system before the break-up is around 50-70 fm/c. 

The separation of the target and the projectile spect.at.ors aftC'r that 

time (for an energy of 600 MeV /nuclC'on) is around 50 fm. At that 

distance the Coulomb field of the target is greatly rednc<'d and it, can 

hardly explain the enhancement of the fragment kinetic C'n<'rgic•s in 

respect to that for the proton-induced f'lllission. Thus. this C'llhaun·

ment is most probably caused again by the C'ffcct, of collectiY<' flow. 

which is rather modest compared to the cputral collisions. 
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IV. Fragment charge distributions 

Figure 6 gives an example of charge distributions for the thermal 

multifragmentation induced in gold by relativistic protons. The data 

are well described by the calculations in the (INC + Expansion + 
S~1:V!)-model. The general trend of the distributions follows the powc•r 

law Y(Z) ~ z-r. yielding T = 2.17±0.08; 1.90±0.06 and 1.93±0.06 

for beam energies of 2.16, 3.6 and 8.1 GcV resper!ively. The charg~ 

distributions are further studied by selecting different [\1F multiplici

ties. The insert in Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the T-parameter on 

the detected [\1F multiplicity MA for an incident energy of 8.1 GeV. 

With increasing multiplicity, the T-parameter first decreases and th0n 

rises. In earlier papers on the multifragmentation (22] the power-law 

behaviour of the fragment charge yield and the observed minimum of 

the T-parameter was interpreted as an indication of the proximity to 

-the critial point for the liquid-gas phase transition in nuclear matter1. 

But in fact, the fragmenting system is not so close to the critical point 

[23] and one should look for a less exotic explanation of the minimum 

of the T-parameter also found here as a function of MA. It is given by 

S:'I1C\1 with allowance for the secondary decay of excited fragments. As 

shown above, the IMF multiplicity is correlated with the excitation 

energy of the system. For low multiplicities the system is close to the 

evaporation regime. In this case increasing excitation energy results 

. in enhancement of the yield of heavier fragments (T decreases). As the 

excitation continues increasing, the secondary decay of the fragments 

becomes more significant, enhancing the yield of light fragments ( T 

. rises). Quantitatively this is shown in Fig. 8. 

A set of data on the charge distributions for fragments produced 

in the collisions of different projectiles with the gold target is given in 

Fig. 7. Distributions 1-4 are inclusive, ·obtained with the beams of 

protons (8.1 Ge V) [8], 40 Ar (30 and 220 MeV /nucleon) (25] and 84Kr 

(35 :V1eV /nucleon) [26]. Distribution 5 is measured for the peripheral 

Au+ Au collisions at 1000 MeV /nucleon [11]. All these distributions 

can be rendered by the power law. The similarity is remarkable. To 

1This prediction is corrected in the recent paper [24]. 
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discuss the ability of the statistical multifragmentation model to fit 

the data, let us consider Fig. 8, which presents the comparison of 

the measured values for the exponent T with the ones calculated by 

Sll.fl'vf as a function of the excitation (thermal) energy per nucleon. 

In these calculations Z, A and E' /A of the system :vere generated by 

the INC code for the 4He +Au ~ollisions at 3.65 GeV /nucleon. The 

model-predicted charge distributions are well fitted by the power law 

for the excitation energies below 10 MeV /nucleon. For higher ener

gies they become more like exponential ones. The calculated T~value 

has a minimum at E' /A ~ 4 MeV /nucleon. First, consider the solid 

symbols. The circles are the data for p +Au collisions for 2.16, 3.6 

and 8.1 GeV (inclusive data). Here the mean excitation energies are 

obtained from the fit of the experimental mean IMF multiplicity and 

the SMM calculations. The diamonds are for Au + Au peripheral 

collisions at 600 MeV /nucleon, excitation energies are estimated ex

perimentally [10]. There is good agreement of the experimental points 

and calculations for excitation energies of up to 7 MeV /nucleon. The 

deviation for higher energies can be caused by the contribution of the 

collective flow to the estimated total excitation energy. 

The open points in Fig. 8 are for 40 Ar (30 MeV /nucleon) and 84 I<r 

(35 MeV /nucleon) coilisions with gold (inclusive data). The mean 

excitation energies are estimated on the basis of the systematics for 

the specific multiplicities (Fig. 2). The measured T-values are lower 

than the minimal one calculated by SMM. But, as noted in (25], this 

can be explained by the enhancement of the yield of heavier IMF 

caused by another reaction mechanism ~ dissipative collisions (or 

multinucleon transfer) . 
Now, turn to Fig. 7. For the central Au+ Au collisions the 

charge distributions (6 and .7) are completely different from those 

just discussed. They are fitted by the exponential function Y ( Z) ~ 

exp( -aZ) with the parameter a increasing with incident energy. As 

was already mentioned, the statistical multifragmentation model pre

dicts the exponential shape of the charge distribution of fragments 

if the thermal excitation energy exceeds 10 MeV /nucleon, but un

derestimates the IMF multiplicity. In the exhaustive paper [18] the 
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IMF charge distributions for a + Au collisions. Projectiles: 
1- p (8.1 GeV), 2- Ar (30 MeV /nucleon), 3- Kr (35 MeV /nuc
leon), 4- Ar (220 MeV /nucleon), 5 -Au (1000 MeV /nucleon), 
peripheral, 6- Au (100 MeV /nucleon) and 7- Au (400 MeV /nuc
leon), central collisions 
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are for peripheral Au+ Au collisions at 600 MeV /nucleon (se
lected for different Zbound); open symbols are for 40 Ar (30 MeV /nuc
leon) and 84Kr (35 MeV/nucleon) 
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charge distributions for the central .4u + Au collisions at 150·-

400 ~feV /nucleon are compared with the on('S calculated by S:\1:\I. 
Quantum Statistical :\1odel [27], statistical :\lode! WIX [28]. :\one 
can render the experimental data significantly underestimating the 
yield of heavier E\IF. The implementation of the microscopic Quan
tum ~lolccular Dynamic Cllodel gives 'irnilar results. It is suggest('d 
that the higher duster yield could be explained in the quasistatistical 
approach if the freeze-out density is around 0.8 Po (the system is 11·ell 
outside the spinoidal region). This is a wry bold idea. when it is 
rememb<>red that the thermal excitation energy of the s:;·stem exceeds 
the binding c1wrgy by several times (it is estimated in [18) to be 
33 :\leV /nucleon for Au+ Au collisions at .fOO :\leV/nucleon). As an 
alt.ernatiw, this overheated system can lw thought of as compktd~· 
vaporized at the fre('ze-out moment. In that case coakscence (appro
priately modified by colkctiw flow) S<'<,ms to be th<' proper mecha
nism of fragment format-ion from the gas<·ous phasP. In [29] it "·as 
successfully applied to describe the data forth<' cPntral 20.\"e + 238[· 

collisions at 0.25··2.1 GeV /nucleon . 

V. On the time scale of IMF emission 

The time scale of IMF emission is a crucial characteristic for \111-
derstanding this decay mode: is it a "slow" scqucntial process of ill<k
pendent emission of EviF or is it a new (multibody) decay mode with 
"simultaneous" ejection of fragments governed by the total accessibi<' 
phase space? Only the latter process is usually called "multifragmm
tation". "Simultaneous" m<'ans that all frap;mcnts an' libnatcd durinp; 
the time smaller than the characteristic one Tc"" 10-21 s, which is til<' 
mean time of the Coulomb accderation [30). For that case emission 
of IMF is not independent, they interact via Coulomb forces dnrinp; 
the acceleration in the common dectric fidd aftn frP<'Z<'-out. To nH'a
sur~ the emission time T0 ., of !~·IF (i.e. the mean time betwe<'n two 
succes~ive fragn1ent e1nissions) is a din•ct way t.o aJ1swcr tlw qu<•stiou 

as to the nature of the nmlt.ifragmentatiou plH·nom<'nou. 
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There are two procedures to measure the emission time: analysis 

of the IMF-IMF correlation function in respect to the relative velocity 

and in respect to the relative angle. An example of implementation of 

the second method is given in Fig. 9. It shows the IMF-IMF relative 

angle correlation for the fragmentation of the target spectator in 4 He 

(14.6 GeV) + Au collisions [19]. The correlation function exhibits a 

minimum at Oret = 0 arising from the Coulomb repulsion between the 

coincident fragments. The magnitude of this effect drastically depends 

on the time scale of emission, since the longer the time distance be

tween the fragments, the larger their space separation and the weaker 

the Coulomb repulsion. The multibody Coulomb trajectory calcula

tions fit the data on the assumption that the mean emission time Tern 

is less than 75 fm/c (2.3 · 10-22s). This value is considerably smaller 

than the characteristic Coulomb time T,. The trivial mechanism of 

multiple IMF emission (independent evaporation) is excluded. 

Figure 10 gives some collection of the experimental data for the 

mean time of IMF emission for the collisions of different projectiles 

with the gold target [19, 31-37]. For the incident energies lower than 

1.5 GeV the measured values of Tern are larger than the Coulomb cor

relation time and fragment emission should be classified as an evapo

ration process. For higher beam energies all the data are in favour of 

a true multifragmentation mechanism. It should be remembered that 

for thermal multifragmentation (or quasi thermal one, with moderate 

collective energy) the IMF emission takes place after expansion bring

ing the system into the spinoidal region. According to different model 

calculations it takes 50-70 fmjc. So the full time scale of the process 

also includes that expansion time. For the central Au+ Au collisions 

the disintegration time is determined dynamically by the radial flow 

velocity [37] which reaches 0.33 c for the 400 MeV /nucleon incident 

energy [18]. 
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VI. Conclusion 

The relativistic light projectiles are a more adequate tool for iuves

tigating thermal multifragmentation as the excitation energy of the 

target spectator is almost entirely thermal one. In that case all the oh

servables (IMF multiplicities, fragment kinetic energy spectra, dmrg<' 

yields and some correlation data) are well described by the Statis

tical Multifragmentation Model, which considers the fast multibody 

decay of the expanded (and thermally equilibrated) hot nudcus. For 

heavy ion collisions, heating of a nucleus is accompanied by compres

sion and rotation. When the thermal excitation energy is less than 

10 MeV /nucleon and compression is modest, the statistical ir,terprc

tation seems to be applicable. The mean fragment multiplicities and 

charge distributions are in agreement with the statistical model cal

culations (even for peripheral Au+ Au collisions). J3ut the fragment 

kinetic energies are enhanced by the collective flow. 
The situation is completely different for central Au+ Au collisions, 

when an overheated (cr > 10 MeV /nucleon) and well-compressed 

system is created. The statistical models fail to render the basic ob

servable of the process - the fragment yields, giving considerably 

lower values. The fragment kinetic energies are dynamic in origin. 

They are mostly determined by the collective flow caused by the ini

tial compression. The huge collective flow makes questionable the im

plementation of global thermodynamical concepts in describing such 

violent collisions. 
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